An Automated Robot-Car Control System with Hand-Gestures and Mobile Application Using Arduino
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Abstract: Gesture recognition has always been a technique to decrease the distance between the physical and the digital world. In this work, we introduce an Arduino based vehicle system which no longer require manual controlling of the cars. The proposed work is achieved by utilizing the Arduino microcontroller, accelerometer, RF sender/receiver, and Bluetooth. Two main contributions are presented in this work. Firstly, we show that the car can be controlled with hand-gestures according to the movement and position of the hand. Secondly, the proposed car system is further extended to be controlled by an android based mobile application having different modes (e.g., touch buttons mode, voice recognition mode). In addition, an automatic obstacle detection system is introduced to improve the safety measurements to avoid any hazards. The proposed systems are designed at lab-scale prototype to experimentally validate the efficiency, accuracy, and affordability of the systems. We remark that the proposed systems can be implemented under real conditions at large-scale in the future that will be useful in automobiles and robotics applications.
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1. Introduction

A robot is an intelligent machine that is commanded by a computer application to perform various operations and services. Robots play an essential role in automation across all sectors like manufacturing, military, construction, and medical [1] etc. Robots not only helps humans to save time but also use to increases the productivity [2], efficiency, reliability, reduces the use of resources to save energy, and reduce the running cost etc. Meanwhile, robots play a significant role in providing help in such tasks that cannot be done smoothly by disabled persons, i.e., controlling the car by physical devices has become very successful. There are two categories of robots such as: autonomous robots (edge sensing robots [3], line sensing [4]) and remote-controlled robots (gesture-controlled robots [5]). Therefore, the employment of gesture-controlled robots is one of the most elegant and aesthetic term to catch the human-gesture that is difficult to understand by machine.

There are many methods to capture gesture commonly using data glove [6], camera [7], infrared waves [8], tactile [9], acoustic [10] and with motion technological means [11]. These embedded systems [6–11] are designed for particular control and can be optimized to increase reliability, performance and reduce the cost and size of the device. Moreover, researchers are showing tremendous interest in gesture recognition, building robots and many other devices that are directly controlled by human gestures. Gesture control mechanism is applied in various fields like socially assistive robots, augmented reality, emotion detection from facial expressions, recognition of sign languages [12–14] etc. Furthermore, the emotional gesture [12] identification from the face is also been investigated. Similarly, with the arrival of smartphone and other advanced technologies,
operating machines have become more adaptable. In this regard, the smartphone communicates with the microcontroller of robot via radio frequency (RF), Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.

The traditional robot system has been limited to the remote system in which the desired actions can only be done with the unique and specific remote. In this scenario, if the remote is broken or lost, the robot loses control and leads to hazards and waste of money as well. To overcome this remote-controlling concept, controlling the robot using gesture recognition technique [15–33], Bluetooth android application [34–41], and voice recognition [42–50] have been proposed. Thus, in previous literature, most of them are line-sensing robots [51–53] that are controlled with Infrared LEDs, HF band short-range RFID systems [54] and CNY 70 sensor [55]. In addition, vision-based technology [56,57] are also used to control the movement of the robot. Furthermore, the automated robot control system with six sense [58–60], and ZigBee based system [61–64] have also been implemented. In addition, another approach has been introduced to avoid robot from obstacles [65–67] in which the robot stops moving or changes its route of motion.

Apart from the traditional robot control system, the term “internet of things” (IoT) [68–74] is also essential for connecting robot with the internet to allow users to control robot from anywhere and anytime. These wireless systems are providing vital help to robot self-regulation systems by using Wi-Fi and cloud computing, etc. As far as we know, a need still exists for the design of an automated robot control system that supports hand-gesture recognition, android mobile application control and voice recognition concepts, while monitoring the obstacles.

In this paper, we introduce the design and experimentally demonstrate a robot-car that can be controlled with hand movement by using the technique of hand-gesture. This work is accomplished with the conventional arrangements of the Arduino microcontroller, accelerometer, RF transmitter/receiver, Android mobile-application, Bluetooth and motor module. The proposed robot-car is controlled via gesture recognition technique by measuring the angles and position of the hand. In this way, the robot will move according to the movement of the hand. Furthermore, we extend this system to allow the robot to be controlled by just a click on the cellphone with an Android operating system, and the voice recognition via Bluetooth technology. There are two main controlling ways in android application. First one is the touch buttons, the robot will move accordingly as the user touches the button. The second one is voice recognition; the robot will follow and move accordingly as the user says the operating command. Most importantly, an obstacle detection sensor is set to detect the obstacle in front of it, and when sensor detects the obstacle, it stops moving. Hence, the proposed systems of controlling the robot car with both gesture control and android application control are performed and displayed at lab-scale prototype to confirm that the proposed designs can be easily implemented in the large and real-scale conditions in future.

The remaining content of the paper is ordered as follows. In Section 2, the idea of the automatic control robot car is introduced with a detailed explanation of the electronic components that are used in the proposed system, based on the gesture recognition and with the mobile-based android application. Also, the experimental results of proposed systems at lab-scale prototype are presented in Section 3, and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods

For the simplicity of analysis, Figure 1 demonstrates the complete working mechanism and the features of the proposed automatic robot car. Whereas, I/P and O/P represent the flow of the system as input and output. There are two modes of transmission and controlling of robot car. The first one is the hand-gesture system. The hand accelerometer first senses the acceleration forces from the direction of hand and send it to Arduino Nano that is attached with hand. After receiving the data, Arduino Nano converts it into different angle lies between 0° – 450° and send it to the RF receiver of the Arduino Uno that is attached with the robot car through the RF sender.
Figure 1. The architecture design of car controlling with hand-gesture and mobile application system.

After receiving the data, the Arduino Uno of car will measure the received angles with the predefined set of angles and send a signal to the motor module to move the wheels of the robot car accordingly to the angles. It can be noticed that the range of angles are predefined for the wheel movement of the robot car to move forward, backward, brake, left and right.

The second mode is to control a robot car with an android mobile application, which is built in android mobile application and available at google play store that can be easily downloaded [75]. In this system, when the user presses the corresponding touch button, a signal is transferred to the Arduino UNO that is attached to the car through the built-in mobile Bluetooth device. After receiving the following signal command, Arduino will check this signal with a predefined instruction that is programmed in coding and send the following signal to the motor module to move the wheels of robot car accordingly to the received signal.

2.1. Electronic Components

Various electronic components are used for creating electronic circuits. Consequently, our proposed circuit diagrams also contain those components that are specified in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arduino UNO [50,76]</td>
<td>28 pins; Operating voltage: 7–12V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino Nano [77]</td>
<td>30 pins; Operating voltage: 7-12V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU6050 Accelerometer [78]</td>
<td>8 pins; Operating voltage 3.3V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF Sender/Receiver [79]</td>
<td>Sender (3 pins; Operating voltage 3-12V; Transmission range: 90m), Receiver (4 pins, Operating voltage 5VDC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L293D Motor Shield [80]</td>
<td>Supply-Voltage Range: 4.5-36V; Output current: 600 mA/channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth Module HC-05 [81]</td>
<td>6 pins; Operating voltage: 3.3-5V; Transmission range: 100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android Mobile Application [75]</td>
<td>Android compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L298 Motor Module [82]</td>
<td>Operating voltage: 5V; Max power: 25W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1. Arduino UNO

The Arduino Uno [50,76] is a microcontroller board that is principally based on the ATmega328 microcontroller’s series and has an integrated development environment (IDE) to write, compile, and uploads the programming codes to the microcontroller. Various sensors will forward the environmental data as an input to the microcontroller which will correspondingly send the attached
peripherals, e.g., actuators. It has a total number of 28 pins; 14 digital input/output pins (six are pulse width modulation (PWM) pins) and six pins are analogs used for interaction with the electronic components like sensors, motors; 3 GND pins (for grounding) and remaining pins for 3.3V, 5V, VIN, RESET and AREF (Analog Reference). Arduino contains a microcontroller with the 32KB storage memory, 2 KB of SRAM (Static random-access memory) and 1 KB of EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory). Arduino primarily supports C programming language compiler, macro-assemblers, and evaluation kits. It also has 16 MHz ceramic resonators, a USB connection jack for connecting with computer, a jack for external power supply, an ICSP (in-circuit serial programmer) header, a reset button to reset to factory setting. It operates with an input voltage of 7 to 12V (limit up to 20V).

2.1.2. Arduino Nano

Arduino [77] comprises of a microcontroller of ATmega328P with 32KB memory, of which 2KB is used for the bootloader, 2 KB of Static random-access memory (SRAM), 16MHZ Clock Speed, 1 KB of electrically erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM). ATmega328P supports C compiler, evaluation kits, and macro-assemblers. It has total 30 pins of which 14 are digital input and output pins (six are pulse width modulation (PWM)), 8 Analog IN pins, 2 GND pins, 2 RESET and remaining pins for VIN, 5V, 3V and REF respectively. It has a USB connection jack, an external power supply jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. It operates with an input voltage of 7 to 12V (limit up to 20V).

2.1.3. MPU-6050 Accelerometer

The MPU-6050 sensor [78] holds a MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) accelerometer and a MEMS gyroscope only in the single chip. It contains 16-bits analogue to digital conversion hardware for each of the channels and it captures the x, y, and z channel at the same time. MPU-6050 interfaces with the Arduino microcontroller using the I2C protocol. It has a total number of eight pins named as VCC (for provides power), ground (for grounding of system), serial clock (SCL used for providing clock pulse for I2C communication), serial data (SDA used for transferring data through I2C communication), auxiliary serial data (XDA is optional but can be used to interface other I2C modules with MPU6050), auxiliary serial clock (XCL is also optional but can be used to interface other I2C modules with MPU6050), AD0 (If more than one MPU6050 is used a single MCU, then this pin can be used to vary the address). Interrupt pin (INT) indicates that data is available for MCU to read, and operating voltage is 3V-5V.

2.1.4. RF transmitter and receiver

RF modules are 433 MHz RF transmitter and receiver modules [79] that are used to transmit and receive the infrared waves. RF transmitter consists of three pins; ATAD (Signal pin used to send data for the receiver), VCC (for providing voltage) and Ground pin (for grounding the module). Its working voltage is 3V-12V and consumes 12V power. RF transmitter can transmit up to 90m in open area. RF Receiver module consists of four pins; VCC (for providing Voltage), two DATA pins for receiving data from transmitter and Ground (for grounding the module). Its working voltage is 5VDC.

2.1.5. L293D

The L293D [80] is quadruple high-current half-H drivers which are used to control the direction and speed of up to four direct current (DC) motors with individual 8-bit speed selection simultaneously of up to 0.6A each. It is designed to provide bidirectional drive currents of up to 600-mA at voltages from 4.5 to 36V. It has eight output pins for connecting four DC motors or two Stepper motors, one reset button, six pins for connecting two servo motors, one +M pin for providing external motor power, five Analog input pins, thirteen digital input pins for connecting with Arduino and ground pins for grounding.

2.1.6. Bluetooth Module HC-05

The HC-05 [81] is a Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Protocol) module which is designed for direct wireless serial connection setup and can be used in a Slave or Master configuration, giving it an
outstanding solution for wireless transmission. This serial port Bluetooth module is entirely adequate Bluetooth V2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) 3Mbps Modulation with complete 2.4GHz radio transceiver and baseband. It has a total number of six pins; ENABLE pin to toggle between Data Mode and AT command mode, VCC pin for providing voltage, Ground pin for grounding, TX-Transmitter for transmitting serial data, RX-Receiver for receiving the serial data and a State pin (to check if Bluetooth is working correctly or paired/unpaired). Its input voltage is 3.3-5V and can transmit up to 90 meters.

2.1.7. Android Mobile Application

An Android application is a software application (developed with a computer programming language) which will run only on the Android platform because the Android platform is developed for mobile/tablet devices. A typical Android application is designed for a smartphone or tablets which operates on the Android OS. The application for controlling robot car is available at [75] and easily downloadable.

2.1.8. L298N motor module

An L298N motor module [82] is a heavy-duty dual H-bridge controller, which is used to control the direction and speed of single or two direct current (DC) motors of up to 2A each, having a voltage between 5V to 35V. It has principally four output pins for the connection of the DC motors, four input pins to receive the signal from the microcontroller, two enable jumpers (remove one of the corresponding jumpers and connect to the pulse width modulation pins to control the speed of DC motors). It also has an onboard 5V regulator, removes that regulator if the supply voltage is up to 12V.

3. Designing Methodology

3.1. Hand-Gestures Recognition

Figure 2 shows the circuit design of hand-gestures, which control the robotic car using hand movement. In this scenario, the robotic car will move in the same direction as the direction of hand rotation.

There are two schematic diagrams for the hand-gesture. Figure 2a is for the hand-gesture setup and Figure 2b is for the car setup. First, we describe the hardware implementation of the hand-gesture setup. In this task, one Arduino Nano, one MPU-6050 accelerometer and one RF transmitter were used. The SLC pin of the MPU-6050 module is connected to the Arduino analogue Pin A5, SDA to the A4, Ground pin to the GND and VCC (voltage at the common collector) pin to the 5V pin of the Arduino. DATA pin of the RX-transmitter is connected to the Arduino digital PIN D8, VCC pin to 5V and ground pin to GND port, as shown in Figure 2a.

After hardware implementing of the hand gesture, we move to the implementation of car setup. In this task, one L293D motor module, one Arduino Uno and one RF-receiver were used. Digital pins from A0–A13 of L293D motor module are connected to the digital pins A0–A13 and Analog pins A0–A5 are connected to the analog pins A0–A5, and similarly, Vin pin to Vin port, 3V pin to 3V port, 5V pin to 5V port, reset pin to reset port, ground pin to GND port and AREF pin to the AREF port of Arduino Uno as displayed in Figure 2b. Further, M1.1–M4.1 pins are connected to the negative terminal and M1.2–M4.2 pins of the motor module are connected to the positive terminals of the motor. Similarly, VCC pin of RF-receiver is connected to the VCC pin of the motor module, DATA pin to the digital pin D2 of motor module and Arduino and at last, the Ground pin to the GND port of Arduino Uno. The complete software code of this case is presented in Figure S1 of the supplementary materials.
3.1.1. Movement of Motors with Hand-Gesture

As the user moves own hand, the reading of the accelerometer will change, and then it will be recaptured by the application. There are genuinely two values: One is the minimum value ($X_{\text{range}}$), and another is the maximum value ($Y_{\text{range}}$), and the range is defined using these two values for each function of the car. In simple words, the set of ranges are defined for the movement of the robot car in a specific way. If the received data by the application lies within these specified values, then the corresponding decision will be made. This decision value will be sent to the microcontroller, which then processes it to understand the corresponding gesture. After knowing the gesture, it will send a signal to move the robot car accordingly. There is a total of four DC motors, one motor for each wheel (two for left diagonal wheels, and two for right diagonal wheels) used in the construction of this car. The motors are controlled by the L293D motor shield.

Figure 3 represents the main idea of gesture recognition (i.e., movement of hand, motors and wheels).

Figure 2. Circuit design of car controlling system using hand gestures recognition. (a) Shows the schematic of hand-gesture setup. (b) Display the schematic design of car setup.
will rotate forward and the robot will move in the forward direction which can be easily seen in the Figure 3a. Figure 3b illustrates the case when the user tilts his hand upwards, the gesture is recognized as the move backward gesture, and all the four wheels of motors will rotate backward, and the robot moves in the backward direction. In Figure 3c, the hand is in the straight position, and the gesture is recognized as to stop the car, all the four wheels will stop moving. When the user tilts his hand in the right direction, the gesture is recognized as the right turn, so the right diagonal motors (top right and back right motors) will rotate forwards, and the robot moves in the right direction as shown in Figure 3d. Similarly, when the user tilts his hand in the left direction, the gesture is recognized as the left turn, so only left diagonal motors (top left and back left motors) will rotate forward and the robot moves in the left direction as represented in Figure 3e.

It is worth noting that the values of the tilt of the user’s hand determine the right or left turn is a cutting turn. The cutting turn is the one in which without slowing down speed, change its direction. If it is a right turn, the car will start moving in right circle direction, or if it is left turn, the car will move in left circle direction. The hand of a user will never lie within the two gestures (the values for each action is defined differently from another action), i.e., the value of accelerometer will not lie in the threshold values of two directions (left turn and forward, left turn and backward, right turn and forward, right turn and backward).

3.1.2. Results and Discussions

In the beginning, the accelerometer (attached with the hand glove) will sense the acceleration forces that are produced with the hand movement at that time, and it will consequently transfer the data to Arduino Nano that is placed on hand glove. After receiving the data, Arduino Nano will convert it into different angle values of ranges 0° – 450° and send the data to the RF Receiver of the Arduino Uno that placed on the car through RF Transmitter as clearly exhibited in Figure 4.

When Arduino Uno receives these angles, it will measure these with the predefined set of angle values. Arduino Uno will check if X range lies between 325° – 345° and Y range lies between 380° – 410°, it will send a forward signal to motor shield. If Arduino Uno founds X range in between 315° – 345° and Y range in between 250° – 275°, it will send a backward signal to motor shield. Similarly, if X range lies between 385° – 415° and Y range between 315° – 350°, Arduino will send a Left signal to motor shield. Furthermore, if X range lies within 255° – 275° and Y range lies within 320° – 345°, Arduino will send a right signal to motor shield. Thus, after the obtained signal, the motor shield will control the car’s movement.

Initially, the robot car will not move and stayed motionless when it does not receive any signal from an accelerometer or when the accelerometer of hand glove is in the straight position. Whenever the user tilts or rotates his hand palm glove to any direction, the angles will be measured of that
direction by an Arduino and command will send to the motor shield to turn ON corresponding motors and the robot car will start moving in the similar to the hand palm direction.

Figure 5 shows the final presentation of the proposed robot car system that controlled via hand gesture recognition using Arduino. Figure 5a represents the complete hardware implementation of hand glove and robot car. Figure 5b shows that the robot car is moving to forward direction (all of the four wheels is moving), Arduino recognized it as a forward command because the hand is bent in the downward position. In Figure 5c, the robot car is moving in backward direction as the hand’s position is upwards. In Figure 5d, the robot car is not moving because the hand is in the straight position and Arduino recognized it as brake command. In Figure 5e, the robot car is moving in the right direction (two right diagonal wheels are moving) because the hand is turned in the right position and Arduino considered it as a right command. Similarly, in Figure 5f, the car is moving to the left direction (two left diagonal wheels are moving) because the hand is turned in the left position and Arduino recognized it as a left command.

Figure 5. Result diagrams of the automatic robot car controlling system using hand-gestures. (a) Hand gesture and car’s hardware are illustrated (b) The hand is tilted in a downward position, so the car is moving forward. (c) The hand is tilted in the upward position, so the car is moving backward. (d) The car stopped when the hand is in a straight position. (e) The car is moving to right direction as the hand-tilted to the right side. (f) The hand is tilted to the left side, so the car is moving to left direction. The complete demonstration video of proposed system is available online [83].

3.2. Mobile Application System

According to the motive, the primary idea of this paper is to produce such innovation for the robot car that would be controlled with hand-gesture as well as Android mobile application. As presented in Figure 4, the robot car is controlled via hand-gestures, here, we enhanced our task by controlling the robot car based on Android mobile application. The user can also control the movement of robot car with mobile using Android application (touch button control and voice recognition), and the circuit design of this mode at lab-scale model can be seen in Figure 6.

In this task, an Arduino UNO, one L298 motor module, one HC-05 Bluetooth module, one 12V battery and four DC motors are used. Hence, TX, RX pin of Bluetooth module is connected to pin number D0, D1, VCC pin to 5V port and ground pin to ground port of the Arduino UNO. Similarly, the 5V pin and ground pin of the motor module is connected to 5V port and ground port of Arduino UNO. The 12V pin of the motor module is connected to positive terminal of a 12V battery and negative terminal of the battery is connected to ground port of Arduino, motor module and Bluetooth module.
Moreover, IN1–IN4 pin of the motor module is attached to Arduino PIN D9–D12 respectively. OUT1 pin of motor module is connected to the positive terminal of LWF motor (left wheel forward) and negative terminal of LWB motor (left wheel backward), OUT2 pin to the negative terminal of LWF motor and positive terminal LWB motor, OUT3 pin to positive terminal of the RWF motor (right wheel forward) and negative to the RWB motor (right wheel backward). Likewise, OUT4 pin to the negative terminal of the RWF motor and positive terminal of RWB motor as exhibited in Figure 6. The complete software code of this case is presented in Figure S2 of the supplementary materials.

3.2.2. Results and Discussions

Figure 7 shows the flow diagram to control robot car with an Android-based mobile application. In this scenario, the robot car will move with the built-in Android application with different methods like touch button control (arrow and simple buttons), voice recognition. Firstly, with the touch buttons; after establishing the connection of Android mobile application with Arduino through the Bluetooth module, whenever the user presses any of the touch buttons in the application, the corresponding signal is sent to the Arduino Uno. After receiving the signal, Arduino will check this with predefined instruction for moving forward, backward, left, right, and stop, then send the command to the motor module to move the robot in the corresponding direction.

The second method to control robot car is voice recognition through GUI of android application. When the user selects voice recognition option in the application and speak the specific word (left, right, forward, backward and brake), the application sent this voice command signal to Arduino, and it will start measuring the signal and do operation same as it defined in the previous method to control robot car with touch buttons.
Figure 7. The flow diagram to control robot car with an android mobile application.

Figure 8 shows the result diagrams of the proposed robot car system that controlled via touch buttons of Bluetooth android mobile application using Arduino. In this way, Figure 8a represents the complete working interfaces, where Figure 8a.i is the starting screen of the mobile application; Figure 8a.ii presenting with different controlling interfaces like touch arrow buttons, accelerometer, simple touch buttons and voice recognition etc. Figure 8a.iii showing the four touch arrow buttons; Figure 8a.iv illustrates the six simple buttons (functionality for each button is predefined such as, 1 for forward, 2 for backward, 3 for left, 4 for the right, 5 for stop and six is undefined).

Although, there are five different options to control the car, here, as an example, we used touch-buttons option to demonstrate the working functionality of the proposed system. In Figure 8b, the robot car is moving forward after because the forward touch arrow button is touched in the mobile application. Same as it in Figure 8c, the car is moving backward because the backward touch arrow button is pressed. In Figure 8d, the car is not moving and stopped at mid-point because none of the touch arrow buttons is pressed. In Figure 8e, the right touch arrow button is touched in the mobile application, and robot car is turned to right direction. Similarly, in Figure 8f, the robot car is moving in the left direction after pressing the left arrow button.

Similarly, Figure 9 shows the result diagrams of the proposed robot car system that is controlled via voice recognition through a Bluetooth android mobile application using Arduino. In this process, Figure 9a represents the voice recognition interface where Figure 9a.i is the primary interface for voice recognition, and Figure 9a.ii shows the interface to input voice after pressing the voice button.

In Figure 9b, the robot car is moving to forward direction after recognition of voice because user inputs the forward move voice command to the mobile application. Similarly, the car is moving in a backward direction after voice recognition because the user inputs the backward move voice command in mobile application as seen in Figure 9c. Meanwhile in Figure 9d, the user input the brake voice command to the application, the robot car is not moving and stopped. On the other hand, in Figure 9e, the robot car is moving in the right direction after recognition of voice because user inputs the right move voice command to the mobile application.

Similarly, the robot car is moving to left direction after recognition of voice because user inputs the left move voice command to the mobile application which can be viewed in Figure 9f. We can also control robot car with built-in accelerometer of mobile application but for testing purposes, we controlled our car with touch buttons and voice recognition. For a quick review, Table 2 summarizes the comparison of proposed systems with old systems.
Figure 8. Result diagrams of the automatic robot car controlled with touch buttons of android application. (a) i. Starting interface of the android application. ii. The homepage of an android application showing six different option of car control. iii. Touch arrow buttons interface for controlling car. iv. Simple touch buttons interface for controlling car. (b) The forward arrow button is touched, so the car is moving forward. (c) The backward arrow button is touched, so the car is moving reversely. (d) The car is not moving (stopped) because none of the arrow buttons is touched. (e) The car is moving to right direction as the right arrow button is touched. (f) The left arrow button is touched, so the car is moving to left direction. The complete demonstration video of proposed system is available online [83].

Figure 9. Result diagrams of the automatic robot car controlled with voice recognition of android application. (a) i. Starting interface of voice recognition android application. (a) ii. Voice is recognizing after pressing the voice button of android application. (b) The voice is recognized as a forward command, so the car is moving forward. (c) The voice is identified as a backward command, so the car is moving reversely. (d) The car is not moving (stopped) because the voice is recognized as a brake. (e) The car is moving to right direction as the voice is identified as a right command. (f) The voice is recognized as a left command, so the car is moving to left direction. The complete demonstration video of proposed system is available online [83].

Table 2. Comparison between old systems and the proposed system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Old Systems</th>
<th>Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Based on Arduino</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operates with gesture and mobile application</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All in one capability (hand gesture, voice recognition and touch buttons with mobile application, Obstacle detection)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used the Arduino-based control systems with wireless connectivity, in which the robot car could be automatically controlled based on hand gesture recognition and Android application (touch buttons and voice recognition), to avoid any limitations of the specifications, wireless range, etc. In some cases, we required wireless connectivity (WIFI module) to make the system more scalable for easy integration of new devices. Wi-Fi module could be replaced with the Bluetooth module to extend the wireless range for this system further. Moreover, the reported systems are presented as lab-scale prototypes, as aforementioned; therefore, the obstacle detection feature can be implemented for the real-scale facilities to improve safety measurements. Similarly, the proposed systems can be managed for real-scale facilities by applying other technologies like camera [84].

It is worth noting we should consider the cases when the robot car collides with any obstacle in front of it while moving with hand gestures or Bluetooth mobile application. Thus, for improving the safety measurements, we proposed a system to avoid the robot car from a collision with an obstacle by the help of sensor (the car will stop 20 cm before the obstacle) as illustrated in Figure 10. In Figure 10a, the car is not moving to forward direction whereas the hand is bent to the downward direction and Arduino recognized it as a forward command because the sensor senses an obstacle in front of the car. Similarly, the car is not moving to forward direction although the user pressed the forward arrow button in android mobile application because the sensor senses that there is an obstacle in front of the car, so that is why the car is not moving as illustrated in Figure 10b.

![Figure 10. Avoidance of robot car from obstacles using hand-gestures (a) and mobile application (b).](image)

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a design scheme for controlling a robot car based on Arduino Uno microcontroller has been demonstrated, which can be programmed to react to events (based on hand gesture recognition and an android mobile application as described above) and to cause corresponding actions. The proposed system presented with principally two operational modes in which the first system is using a mechanism of controlling the robot car based on hand gesture recognition (car moves similarly to the direction and position of hand). This system is further expanded to compose the second mode that controls the robot car based on an android mobile application with GUI touch buttons and voice recognition. Meanwhile, it is presented that the proposed systems have capabilities to control the movement of robot car (forward, backward, left, right and in stopped position). The hardware implementations of the introduced systems were provided at a lab-scale prototype to prove the simplicity, adaptability, dependability, specificity and real low-cost of the system. As a lesson received, we affirmed that the introduced systems could be easily implemented under real requirements at large-scale in the upcoming future, and it can be efficiently implemented in smart cars, personal home robots, articulated robots, parallel robots, humanoid robots, quadrupedal robots, and hybrid robots etc.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at, Figure S1: The circuit design of car controlling system with Arduino using hand gestures recognition. Figure S2: The circuit design of mobile application to control car.
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